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Abstract

In this article, we describe a new search technique that we
call "Strategic Search": Instead of developing a game tree
by considering every legal moves in a given position, we
consider only the goals that can be achieved from that
position. As achieving a goal can take tens to hundreds
moves in complex games like Go, this means that the
search will run much deeper, than with usual search
techniques. Of course, to do this, one has to be able to
predict and assess the future position once the goal will be
achieved. This is done by applying modeling rules that are
at the time being, hand-coded in the system, but should be
learned in the future by a machine learning module.

1. Introduction

To win a war or a match in a game of Go, one has to win
battles and one has to choose which battles to fight.
Winning battles is the concern of tactics. Choosing the
battles to fight, the concern of strategy. Being a skilled
tactician or a skilled strategist alone is not enough. Only a
balance of both can lead to victory. Although this
conclusion has been clear since the ancient Greeks coined
both terms, strategy and tactics have had opposite fates up
to now.
Because tactical plans are easy to spot, because the way the
resources are employed in order to achieve tactical aims can
easily be explained, many programs( [Pitrat, 1971] 
[Minton, 1984], [Cazenave, 1996] for instance) have
already been devised to find tactics in games. On the
contrary, because strategy is a choice between tactics,
because it is stealthy, and because its effects can only be
perceived long after the original decision has been made,
few systems have dealt with the very issue of strategy yet.
This article presents a way to remedy this lack, and to
integrate strategy and tactics in the same system: Strategic
Search.

In Section 3, we will present the basic principles that
underlie Strategic Search. To do so, we will provide an
example from the Asian Game of Go which will be briefl
described in Section 2. In Section 4, we will then try to
define the limitations of Strategic Search and the cases
where this approach can be useful. We will then conclude
this article by presenting results of the system we have
designed, and by relating our work to previous systems
dealing with the issue of strategy.

2. The Game of Go

Go evolved out of a method of divination used in China
4000 years ago. It is a two-player, information complete,
deterministic game between Black and White on a 19x19
square grid, the Go board. The board is entirely empty at the
start. Each player places stones of his color, one per turn, on
any empty intersection, trying to enclose regions of empt
intersections touched only by his stones. Such regions are
called "territories". Once played, stones do not move from
their original spot, except when they get entirely surrounded
by enemy’s stones. In such cases, they are taken prisoner
and are removed from the board. Whoever controls more
territories and prisoners when the game ends, wins.

Go Programming dates from 1961. Since then, programs
have made great strides, but they are still at the level of
advanced beginners. This backwardness compared with
Chess programs, for instance, is mainly due to the extreme
complexity of Go (the average size of a game-tree is about
1E+250 nodes for Go compared with 1E+50 only for
Chess). This complexity prevents the successful use of
"brute-force" search techniques to solve this game, which
makes it a thought-provokingchallenge for Artificial
Intelligence.

3. Strategic Search

Strategic Search is a new kind of heuristic search ( Pearl,
1981]), whose principle is to replace the search in the game
tree by a search in an abstract tree (that we call the Strategic
Tree), which is much smaller, since a single branch in the
Strategic Tree may represent several moves in the original
game tree. Once the Strategic Tree of the current position
has been developed, goals are classified according to thei
interest in the given position, and the best one is considered
to be the "strategic theme" to be played.
Linked to each goal, but not represented on Figure 3, are a
certain number of tactical plans (= classical plans with
preconditions) as shown in Figure 4. The plans linked to
best goal are then simulated to check whether the strategic
theme of the position can be actually achieved and, if so,
with what moves. If every tactical plan associated to the
current best goal has failed, that goal is then considered to
be unattainable, and the second best goal is selected to be
the "strategic theme", its tactical plans checked and so on,
until one goal is proved to be achievable.
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To explain this better, let us consider the example of Figure
1:

3.1. Instantiation of the Goal Tree

As we have already said, Figure 3 shows a part of the tree
that has been generated from the rules of Go given to the
system. This has been done quite simply by following the
dependencies between the concepts (e.g. ’territories’, ’eyes’,
’strings’) expressed in the rules of the game.
The goal tree can be seen as a hierarchy of class, that will be
instantiated in the position of Figure 1. This is namely the
first step of Strategic Search: The system starts from th
root node of the goal tree and checks whether the current
node is associated to modeling rules (see Figure 4). If not, 
checks its children recursively. If the current node possesses
modeling rules, the system tries then to match these rules on
the current position. If it fails, it goes to the node’s childre
as before. If some of the rules do match, they provide
information about what the position should look like if the
current goal is achieved.

3.2. Modeling Rules
Suppose that in this example, the system has only fou
modeling rules :

-RCONNECT associated to the goal CONNECT
STRINGS, which tells that when two friendly stones
delimit a segment of length between 5 and 10 (= 
sector line) intersection, which is not cut by enemy
stones, the goal can be achieved, and the resulting
position consists of friendly stones regularly placed on
that segment.

- RDISCONNECT associated to the goal
DECONNECT OPPONENT STRINGS. It the inverse
of R_CONNECT. Instead of placing friendly stones on
a friendly sector line, one places friendly stones on an
enemy sector line.

-R_KILL associated to the goal KILL ENEM
STRINGS, which tells that enemy strings with less
than 5 liberties can be captured, and that the resulting
position consists of the enemy stones being cleared
from the board and added to the prisoners.

- R PROTECT associated to the goal MAKE
STRINGS. It is the inverse rule of R_KILL, which
tells that friendly strings with less than 5 liberties
should be protected, and that the resulting positio
consists two eyes being added to the string.

3.3. The Construction of the Strategic Tree

Once a modeling rule has matched, the new position is then
placed in a tree structure, the Strategic Tree (see Figure 6).
A search technique (AlphaBeta in the present case), can

then be applied to determine the best sequence of goals to
be played (in Figure 1, CONNECT STRINGS (Y)).

Figure 1: Example of Go game
(Black to Play)
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I

I

Figure 2: An Instantiation of R_CONNECT
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Figure 3: Part of the Goal Tree generated automatically from the rules of Go
(the modeling rules are in bold italic, and the names of the different goals have been rewritten for better readability)
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Figure 4: Zoom of a Node of the Goal Tree
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Figure 5: An Instantiation of R_KILL
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4. Evaluation of Strategic Search

4.1. Estimation of the Errors that May Occur
During the Search

As can be seen in the previous example, the quality of the
search is mainly determined by the quality of the modeling
rules. Four different causes of error can be distinguished

An important goal is missing in the goal tree.
This is not a serious mistake in games like Go
where human experts can easily spot and
correct such mistakes.

An error is caused by the evaluation function
used to assess the value of the terminal
positions. As this error is common on most
search techniques, this is not a serious
limitation of Strategic Search.

A modeling rule is missing : a goal can be
achieved from the given position, but the
system does not realize it. The system finds a
reasonable goal to achieve, but not the optimal
one.

- An error is caused by a spurious modeling
rule.

avoided, but its consequences can be limited : since th
modeling rules may be spurious, if we apply another
modeling rule on a part of the Goban that has already been
transformed, we take the risk of multiplying the errors. To
prevent this, we can impose that the modeling rules
should be matched solely on parts of the board which
have not been altered yet. In practice, this would account
to limiting the depth of the search to 2 or 3 plys. Of course,
this can be done more easily on opening games than on
middle or end games, when every part of the board interact
with each other.

4.2. Estimation of the Benefits of Strategic Search

In the case of Figure 1, considering that the average depth
for achieving each goal is at least equal to three moves, we
have replaced a game tree of about 3612x3 --- 2,21E15 nodes
by a strategic tree of about 6x5 = 30 nodes (after having
achieved goal G, the goal -G is no more achievable). More
generally, if’n ° is the average number of achievable goals in
a given position, ’depth’, the depth of the search, and ’p’ the
average depth for achieving a goal, the game tree is about
361pxd~pth nodes whereas the strategic tree has depth nodes
where n is generally << 361. Let us suppose that n = 100,
which is quite considerable, and p = 4, which is little. The
ratio ’r’ is the equal to 361’xd~pth / 100d~pth . If we take the
logarithm, Log(r)= depth x (4xlog(361) - log(100)) 
depth. Hence r = 108,2 . For a low depth, like 3, r = 1 24

From all these kind of error, only the last one is really
detrimental to the quality of the search. It cannot be

tt=N’IION

.03)
Value= I Value=4 Value=5 Value=6 Value=6 Value=6

Risk= 10 Risk=2 Risk= 10 Risk=0 Risk=0 Risk= 5

R_gn ~ .eX) R_gn ~ ~ R~ R_m:X/q’,IL’~ R_I:I33:N’,~a~ R_~A)
Value= 1 Value=4 Valte=8 Value=6 Value=6 Value=6
~sk=2 Risk=f0 ~sk=i ~sk=8 Risk=5 r~isk=0

Figure 6: Part of the Strategic Tree
derived from the position of Figure 1 and from the Goal Tree of Figure 3
(the arguments of the rules refer to the names of the stones in Figure 1)
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4.3. Other Benefits of Strategic Search

Unlike other search techniques, Strategic Search is perfectly
suited to human comprehension. Moreover, even if the
results may be under optimal, the system does not seem to
wander aimlessly. On the contrary, its moves are always
intelligible, and based on global considerations about the
current position.

4.4. Strategic Search and Incomplete Information

Deterministic games with complete information may seem
poor models for studying search under incomplete
information. However, one should not forget the price of
this information: brute force searching of the game tree in
Go for instance, would take more than a lifetime, and th
result might be not even found then !! So, to be effective,
any search technique in games like Go must sacrifice the
completeness of the information for the sake of speed. The
basic idea behind Strategic Search, is to pay a (relatively)
small price to find the strategic theme of the position before
paying the full price to check locally whether this theme can
be achieved. Moreover, to prevent both the exponential
growth of the working memory (as in best-first search for
instance), and the cumulating of errors, as was said in 4.1,
we limit the depth of search in the Strategic Trees to a fe
plys (which amounts to a few tens of plys in the original
game tree)

5. Conclusion
In this article, we have introduced a new search paradigm,
called Strategic Search, which replaces the search in the
game tree, with a search in the space of the achievable goals
from a given position. Like many heuristic search, Strategic
Search requires a great amount of knowledge, which has
been hand-coded at the time being. We have namely written
about 40 modeling rules for the goals shown in Figure 3.
This has enabled us to check our approach on Fuseki tests
taken from [Miyamoto, 1991]. Although it is difficult to
judge the results, since our system, lacking tactical
knowledge, only suggests the first best strategic theme (and
not the best move to satisfy this theme), we were pleased to
see that in 12 tests on 20, it found the best goal to pursue. In
the other cases, modeling rules were found either to be
lacking or to be over-confident (about the ability to kill or
save groups for instance). It seems to us that Strategic
Search as it is now is well adapted to periods of the game
like Fuseki (= opening) when modeling the result of goals 
easier.
Our next step is now, to devise a learning module that will
generate the modeling rules and the tactical plans
automatically from human games, and test the system on
others parts of the game (namely the middle game)

rain-max search, a brute-force search technique which was
later improved by ~1~ pruning (
[Edwards and Hart, 1963], [Knuth and Moore, 1975] ),
much progress has been made in the field. At the beginning,
best-first search( [Stockman, 1979] , [Berliner, 1979],
[McAllester, 1988], [Allis, 1994]) were developed to try to
limit the exponential growth of the searched nodes, but they
had a considerable drawback, since the require a working-
memory exponential in the depth of the tree. Then, as
pathological games were discovered ([Nau, 1982] ),
researchers went on to consider alternatives to minimax that
would abandon some of its assumptions. Selective Search
techniques using Limited-Rationalityand Probabilities
([Pearl, 1988], [Baum, 1993] ) were developed in order 
use the decision-theoretic concept of expected utility to
define the value of game-states and the usefulness of
reasoning actions. But the result was that, instead of
spending time searching the tree, these methods spend it at
the meta-level, to decide where to search. Strategic Search
bypass this issue, since the decision procedure, being coded
in the modeling rules can be learned "off line". At run time,
the matching of the decision rules, although it does take
some time, is generally quite fast, since the rules are
hierarchically organized, and since, on average, only
fraction of the entire set of rules are actually tested.
Another technique, Abstract Search ([Frank, 1994]) was
introduced. Although abstraction in planning and game-
playing was not, by far, a new idea, this technique proved
particularly interesting for strategy planning ([Ricaud, 1997]
). But, as the abstract states are generally a class of
"concrete" states sharing a certain set of features, the choice
of these feature has a considerable impact on the search
quality. Moreover, once a path to the solution has been
found in the abstract space, it must be checked to see
whether it is actually correct in the "concrete" situation.
Strategic Search can also be seen as a kind of abstract
search, but as the result of applying modeling rules to a
position is also a "concrete" position and not an abstract
position, we do not have the problem of choosing the
features to represent the abstract states. Moreover, it is quite
easy to improve the quality of the search since we only need
to provide the system with more modeling rules.
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